Serials with Links to Digital Archives
Stonewall National Museum and Archives (as of December 7, 2020)

Serials – Each serial is only included in one category despite potentially belonging in multiple categories. Not every issue within the date range is contained within the Archive.

- If a digital version of the serial exists from another source, it is noted with the word “Archive” after the listing.
- An asterisk indicates a paywall.
- “Gale” indicates that a digitized copy of the serial exists in the Archives of Sexuality and Gender from Gale Primary Sources. This online resource is widely available via public and academic libraries.

If you discover a broken or expired link, wish to suggest edits, or want to confirm if we have a particular issue, please let us know at info@Stonewall-Museum.org. Thank you.

Bears

A Bear’s Life (2005-2010)
Bear lifestyle magazine

American Bear (Louisville, KY) (1994-2005)
Bear erotica and cultural magazine

Bear-focused magazine of erotic photography, stories, and art

Bear Magazine (San Francisco) (1989-2001)
Bear erotica and cultural magazine

Big Ad (1993-1997)
Bear erotica magazine

Bulk Male (1991-2002)
Bear erotica magazine

Daddy Bear (1994-1995)
Bear erotica magazine
Euro Bear (2004-2007)
Bear erotica magazine
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